IVY (HEDERA WOERNER) SCREEN PRICES
Cost per Ivy screen 1.2m wide x 1.8m high. –
£145.80 ex V.A.T. (£175.00 including V.A.T.)
Free delivery on all orders over 8 screens and above.
Orders up to 8 screens there is an additional pallet delivery price of £60.00 +
V.A.T.
40 + units please call for bulk order discount
If you do not have offloading facilities, please call or email the office (see
below)
Also please note all prices include delivery by pallet, except for a few postcode
areas.
Telephone 01752 829178

or

email eastofedenplants@yahoo.co.uk

Planting East of Eden Living Screens in the ground
The working length per screen with support posts is 1.38m
For example: For 20 meter run you will require 20 / 1.38 = 14.49 ie either 15
screens, if you have the space, or 14 screens leaving a small gap
The screens can be attached to the posts with tree ties, but if you would like the
galvanised security brackets, they are £2.50 including V.A.T. each. ( 4 required for
each screen - see installation guide attached)
The conventional posts that are used are 75 x 75cm x 2.4m posts, with 1.8m above
ground. Most people use tanalised softwood, but I prefer to recommend them to made
from Larch, which have a much longer life and do not contain the toxic tanalised
chemical preservatives. If you cannot obtain them, we can supply them from
sustainably sourced woodlands.
A smart alternative post style is to use fabricated galvanised and power coated
(dark green) round metal posts, which only need to 50mm diam.(See the pdf)
Planting East of Eden Natural Screens in bespoke troughs
There are many situations when the Living screens cannot be planted directly into the
ground. For these situations we recommend the use of our bespoke sustainably
produced Larch planters with posts. See the attached pdf for details..
Planter cost: Each larch planter, made to commercial quality standard, including
larch support posts and internal larch post fittings is £165 ex VAT.
Delivery of the troughs is by pallet separate from the living screens. Please
call or email for a quote, as it depends on the number ordered and postcode.

Number of trough units required for your project:
Using our bespoke larch planters, with internal support posts, as featured in the
attached Living Green Screen pdf, the complete planter and screen is 1.35m. Hence
divide the length required for screening by 1.35 for the number of screens and
troughs required.
If you have a length not perfectly divisible by 1.35, we have optional solutions for
complete screening. Please call us or email regarding your specific requirements
Although we advise use of the Larch planters, we can supply bespoke trough planters
from other materials. (See Ivy Screens in troughs pdf)
The Ivy screens are very smart in appearance. We have used them in RHS show
designs at Hampton court and Chelsea. Within a year the growth will provide, not only
an instant natural screen 1.8m above ground, but at a much lower cost than any
other form of 1.8m high instant hedge screen, with the benefits of significantly
improving air quality, increased Biodiversity, but with the advantage of offering a high
security boundary
East of Eden Living Green Screen species
The Ivy screens are the most reliable instant species, and can withstand anything the
British climate throws at it, as long as they are irrigated or regularly watered in the
first year, which is standard practice with any new hedge.
As they are a native species, Ivy screens are also good for Biodiversity, which is a plus
for the planning dept. Finally, their root systems form a continuous run, and absorb
flash flood water run-off more effectively than the more compact root-balls of instant
hedge species, and in contrast to fence and wall perimeters boundary alternatives.
Again, another plus for the environment, as well as the Planning application process.
Alternative Living Screen species: Although the Ivy screens are the most
economic and hardy natural evergreen screen option, we can also supply other natural
screen species, including a recent very reliable and attractive evergreen option of
Euonymus (See attached Ivy (Hedera) Screen pdf)...
By using the correct fixing brackets (see pdf), they form a continuous impenetrable
high security screen. Even the most dense hedge can be walked through, with little
effort, but our Living screens on security frames with security fixing brackets, will
confound and prevent entry by most intruders.
NOTE: - It is highly advisable to:1. Apply Professional Rootgrow when planting, which we can supply if you cannot
locate the commercial product
2. To install an inexpensive 'drip' or 'leaky pipe' irrigation system, to help them
establish in the first year. (Standard advice for any newly planted mature hedge)
Again we can supply an appropriate system and timer if required, or recommended
suppliers

